Portfolio
Luce deLire is a ship with eight sails and she lays off the quay.
For more, visit: www.getaphilosopher.com
Twitter: @Luce_deLire , @ComradJosephine
FB: Luce.deLire

Pink Totaliterianism
Multi Media Project, involving texts, performances and videos.
First performed at Eflux, New York, USA 2018.
Ongoing.
Pink Totaliterianism is the queer conspiracy on the left that the
political right is allegedly afraid of. I take it that one of the
problems with these right wing fantasies is this: it does not
face a real enemy. I have given that imaginary enemy a
name: Comrade Josephine. Pink Totaliterianism is her most
forceful ideological weapon. I turn their anxiety into something
worth to be afraid of. By so doing, I simultaneously give voice
to the prohibited fantasy of a left that is not driven by moral
inclination nor by resistance against oppression, but by a
genuine pursuit desire, which I call Queerocracy.
Videos:
Performance in New York 2018 (150 minutes): https://www.eflux.com/video/205581/e-flux-lectures-luce-delire-post-metoomy-your-our-nbsp-pink-totalitarianism/
Performance in Berlin 2019 (30 minutes):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dhxZSryYHk
Manifesto 2021: https://www.e-flux.com/journal/117/386679/fullqueerocracy-now-pink-totaliterianism-and-the-industrialization-of-libidinal-agriculture/

Deutschland Schafft Sich Ab (with PropagandaMaschineKarin)
Music, Video, Live Performances
Recording 2021 (3:40 minutes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHpydzwHarU
Ongoing

Nightmares of Philosophy
Performance, Video (80 Minutes)
First performed at Tuffts University, Boston 2019
Ongoing
A panel discussion with myself on core political issues of our time, featuring Luce deLire, The Ancien Regime and Comrade
Josephine.
Recording (2019): https://tufts.app.box.com/s/qjlf54w85c9y5zon9qttmqye4kp5fc5t

A Critique of Pure Treason (with Blake Shaw)
Multi Media Project, Performance, Installation, video (60 minutes) : https://vimeo.com/527871096
First performed for Qualandiya International at Al-Hoash Gallery in East Jerusalem, 2018 (Ongoing)

The Ancien Regime is personified oppression and exploitation. In my work, she speaks as an uninhibited, cynical force. In the live
performance, she appears as a mixture of Angela Merkel style politician and news anchor. The performance stretches through
three rooms: A green screen studio, bordering on a large window. Behind that window is the main room of the exhibition. Once
you enter that space, you see a barely audible live recording that looks like a news channel through the window. On the other side
of that larger room, the video is screened as a live broadcast in a small, third room. Software designed by Blake Shaw adds
background graphics, sound scape and 'commercials' throughout the recording.
Text: Fighting the New Wars: https://direct.mit.edu/thld/article/doi/10.1162/thld_a_00669/56777/Fighting-the-New-War-Weaponizationand-the-Essence (2019)
Text: The Ancien Regime Strikes Back: https://conversations.e-flux.com/t/l-ancien-regime-strikes-back-letter-to-paul-b-preciado/7566
(2018)

Living Inside the Problem – Catastrophe, Trauma, Extinction
Lecture Performance
First Performed at Royal Academy of Arts, London 2019
Ongoing
This lecture performance invites participants to time travel into a not so distant future. We
skip the time of the lecture and reconstruct it from the ensuing Q&A. The topic of the
‘lecture’ is thereby enacted by the participants: Navigation without stars and study of
disaster, the ecological decline of planet earth, questions of the performativity and social
positioning of thinking under conditions of neoliberal capitalism. The performance uses
role play, improvisation and images to address topics such as inevitable catastrophe and
"eclipse of existence”, "living inside the problem" and imminent human extinction.

The Person Who Destroys Everything Is Not An Accident (with Eshan Rafi)
Multi Media Project, entailing installation, sculpture, print, videos, music, event
First shown at Trans Film Festival Berlin 2018

The Person Who Destroys Everything in Conversation: https://soundcloud.com/hti-duj-817134806/the-person-who-destroys-everythingin-conversation/s-DnVtwHv4OzU
Song: Walk on By (Scrapped and Screwed, 6 minutes): https://soundcloud.com/hti-duj-817134806/the-person-who-destroyseverything-is-not-an-accident/s-KmrbQwnnXzG

Collages
2018 - ongoing

Left: Luce deLire, get drunk and talk about the drive, collage 2018
Right: Luce deLire, small fish flit nervous, collage, 2018

Cement X (with Lene Vollhardt)
Three channel video installation (14 minutes) : https://vimeo.com/272220687/f4b1fefe06
First Screened at Kulturtage Karlsruhe 2018 (more screenings see CV)
"We´re standing here in infinite gratitude to the soldiers of the sexual revolution of the later 21st century who took it upon
themselves to provide us with the blessing of infinite supply of testosterone blockers in our drinking water."

Still from: Cement X, video,with Lene Vollhardt, february 2017

What is Queer Today is Not Queer Tomorrow
„[...] – Heteronormativität, Geschlechterbilder, Gesellschaftstrukturen und eben auch Machtverhältnisse. [...] Was war vielleicht
mal queer? Was könnte queer sein? […] Queerness ohne Historie – unvorstellbar. Und gesellschaftlich scheinen wir uns in der
Wiederholungsschleife zu befinden, wieder in einer Zeit der Zensur.“ Encrico Ippolito, taz, 20.06.2014
What is Queer today is not queer tomorrow - curated exhibition, nGbK Berlin, june-august 2014, http://heidyngbk.blogspot.de/

Image: Raju Rage, the dilemma of the diaspora to define, 2013

